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13 Characteristics of The Perfect Stock to
Buy from Peter Lynch One up on Wall
Street
“Search for businesses that any idiot can run,
because sooner or later one will”
Peter Lynch
Peter Lynch discusses 13 characteristics of the perfect stock to buy:
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1) It sounds dull – or even better, ridiculous
The first thing is that the simpler the business is, the better. It also should have a boring
name. His favorite stock name is Pep Boys – Many, Moe and Jack. Not a name that would
turn the heads of Wall Street investors or news outlets.

Another example; he invested in Consolidated Rock and nobody cared about it. Then, only
when it changed its name to Conrock and later to Calmat, Wall Street started to take notice.
So, we have to look at a boring business in a boring industry with a boring name.
The key here is that a boring name will not get recognized by Wall Street until earnings are
extremely good which gives you the opportunity to buy a good business before others rush in.

2) It does something dull
Dull name, dull business. Now why does Lynch promote investing into dull businesses?
Well, the smartest minds all want to work at Apple, Google, Amazon, Tesla while dull
businesses that we all need are often overlooked from a job, competitive and especially
investing perspective.
If a boring company with a boring name has a good balance sheet, good earnings, it will get
discovered by Wall Street one day, but you’ll have plenty of time to accumulate and then sell
to the trend followers later.
Waste Management (WM) has a dull business, but there was time to accumulate for a few
years in the 1980s before it got recognized in the early 90s. Then the market forgot about it
and only recognized it as a good business again over the last 7 years.
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3) It does something disagreeable
Examples used are grease removers from auto parts, plastic fork makers etc. Again,
something no Wall Street analyst would look into.
I like to look at miners, an industry everybody hates because it is dirty, difficult and volatile.
However, if you are reading this, the equipment you are using has been made by metals
mined somewhere in the world. The electricity came to you through a copper line etc…
Disagreeable but necessary.

4) It is a spinoff
Spinoffs are companies that are separated from the parent company and left to operate
independently. Shareholders of the parent company keep their share in the parent company
but also get a new share in the new company. One example is lithium miner Livent that was
spun off from FMC corporation in 2018 so that Livent can focus solely on producing lithium.
Another example is Toys “R” Us that spun out of Interstate Department Stores.
The thing with spinoffs is that those are usually smaller companies and there is no incentive
for analysts to follow them. Shareholders that got the new shares don’t know what to do with
the shares because the business model is usually different (therefore the spinoff) and the
pressure is often on the sell side where the stock drops. For example, FMC pays a nice
dividend while Livent won’t be paying dividends for a while as it is investing heavily in the
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lithium cycle. Many investors ask themselves why hold onto a stock that is going down and
institutions often sell too because is little money for them.
Therefore, spinoffs are another unloved segment to look for good businesses and find them
before Wall Street does.

When it comes to spinoffs, if you dedicate yourself, you can have more info than Wall Street
and understand when earnings might turn up much earlier.
So, you might find interesting buys within the spinoff world.

5) The institutions don’t own it, and the analysts don’t follow it
An analyst’s job is to drive traffic and business to his employer, usually an investment bank.
Now, which would you like to hear more about: Google, Apple, Amazon, Netflix or La
Doria, Surgutneft and Turisthotel? Well, you are familiar with the former and therefore more
likely to be interested. Consequently, analysts focus on what they can easily sell, not on what
might be the best investment. They have a limited amount of time and have to reach as much
exposure as possible in that time.
Further, regulations and saving make it costly for banks to follow many stocks. The
consequence is that smaller businesses aren’t followed at all.
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Number of analysts per company in relation to market capitalization. Source: FT
Further, with the mania of index fund investing, there is less and less money for analysis.
This creates an opportunity for those that are willing to do research.
I often find myself listening to conference calls and there are no analysts present. This means
it is up to just me to see what kind of investment is that.

6) The rumors abound – It’s involved with toxic waste and/or the mafia
Nowadays waste management stocks are hot, 7 years ago those were not liked. Same for
casino stocks etc. What is the current unliked, unloved industry that we all need to use or are
using?

7) There’s something depressing about it
What can be more depressing than mortality and burials. However, one of the best stocks for
Lynch was Service Corporation International (SCI). The stock was a 100 bagger from 1980
to 1998, a 10 bagger from 2001 to 2007 and then again, a 15 bagger from 2011 to 2020. It is
fascinating how stocks get in and out of favor with Wall Street.
Lynch mentions how Wall Street simply wasn’t interested in the company for long, whatever
the management did. Funny, after some bad news in the 1990s, in 2001 I think it was Pabrai
that was buying big because Wall Street’s interest quickly faded given the stock performance.
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8) It is a no-growth industry
The market is crazy about growth, no number matters as the top line and as long as you grow,
you’ll find capital to expand while the earnings losses will always be considered temporary.
However, Lynch likes to think the opposite way and the only thrilling thing for him with
growth stocks is watching it go down.
Lynch’s book was written in 1989 and his list goes as following:
-

1950s it was carpets
1960s it was electronics
1980s it was computers

We know 1990s it was the internet and lately we have seen cannabis, lithium etc. all debacle.
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The issue with growth sectors and stocks is that all the best minds go into that area, and
therefore it is hard to make a profit due to high competition.
Some companies will become dominant like it has been the case for Amazon, but many
similarly promising companies went bust in the past.
The nice thing about a boring, dull, disgusting, no growth industry is that it doesn’t attract the
brightest minds, it doesn’t have much competition and it can focus on making money and
growing within the no-growth industry.
The best business minds from Wharton want to work for big tech companies or Goldman, not
for a burial company.

9) It’s got a niche
A niche means no competition! Those are businesses that are required but it doesn’t pay for
competitors to come in. It is either too small of a market or you have an exclusive franchise.
Such a niche allows you to increase prices and that is what increases earnings over time.
What is Buffett’s largest investing mistake?
Well, you might be surprised, but it is a company called Berkshire Hathaway because it
didn’t have a niche or moat how Buffett likes to call it. Everybody can get into the textile
business. Buffett quickly figured niches or moats are what it takes and expanded to
newspapers and other great businesses that made him who he is now.
A company that operates in many niches is 3M, recently analyzed in a video. It is difficult for
someone to compete within all these products and do it at scale as 3M is doing it.
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10) People have to keep buying it
When you buy a stock that produces things people don’t really need, you can make money on
it but you are taking a risk.
When you buy a stock that makes things people will keep buying no matter what, you are
investing.
A simple example is the comparison between Walmart and GoPro stock.

People need Walmart for whatever they are buying there, but they don’t need one after
another GoPro camera. The investing result over 5 years tells the whole point.
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11) It’s a user of technology
Many are attracted by the new technology companies competing for market share. But the
best investment might be the company that uses the technology to lower its costs and increase
margins.
An example can be self-service checkouts or simply online selling where a company manages
to grow with lower costs. Another example can be a car dealership that offers an automated
online booking. Look at Asbury Automotive online booking growth.

Asbury Automotive – Source: Investor relations

12) The insiders are buyers
In general insiders are net sellers of the stock. If they are buying like crazy, it means only one
thing; the stock is likely to go up.
However, by insiders, don’t think about the CEO. It is a marketing purchase when he does it.
But, if middle management take their money and buy stocks, things might get interesting.
You can track insider purchases for the company you are interested in by looking at SEC
Form 4 filings.
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Source: Investopedia
You can also track it by looking at the website https://www.secform4.com/
I have taken a look at one of my past positions (FDP) and it seems the management is just
selling, selling and selling. Might not be important as people sell for various reasons.
However, buying is the big indicator.
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FDP insider activity – Source: https://www.secform4.com/
Also, when the management is selling, the big purchase from the CEO is just marketing.
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13) The company is buying back shares
Lynch is positive about buybacks, but these days, like with anything good over time, the
situation isn’t that positive anymore, at least not in all cases.
The logic between buybacks is simple. The company buys stocks on the market, removes
them from circulation and the remaining shareholders divide everything on a smaller
denominator.
The thing is that in the Lynch era, stocks were extremely cheap and practically all the
buybacks were done below book value, at an extremely low valuation and with earned cash
that wasn’t easily invested elsewhere at higher returns on capital.
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S&P 500 PE ratio was mostly below 10 when Lynch was investing Source: Multpl
A PE ratio below 10 means that the company was getting a return of above 10% when it was
buying its own shares on the market.
Today, companies like Boeing (BA) spend billions on buybacks no matter the stock price.
BA was buying stocks back even if the PE ratio was above 20, implying a business return of
below 5% and despite the fact that the book value was going lower and lower due to more
and more buybacks at a stock price above the actual book value.
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BA’s book value and stock price – Source: Macrotrends

I THINK THE MESSAGE IS SIMPLE – IF EVERYBODY IS EXCITED ABOUT A
STOCK – IT MIGHT NOT BE THE BEST INVESTMENT
These are the most traded and popular stocks with a European discount broker. Lynch would
stay away from the coolest stocks.
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